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Program Background and Goal 

The mission of the CIS Technology program is to prepare students for the 
acquisition, utilization, and advancement of Information Technology (IT) skills so 
that they may become successfully employed, and once employed, utilize these skills 
to sustain and advance their respective Information Technology and/or Business 
careers. 

 
Curriculum Design 

This program is based on curriculum approved by the Program Advisory 
Committee for the CIS Technology program.  The program awards a 75-hour 
associate degree in applied technology that includes 21-hours of general education 
and emphases available in network technology (CCNA/RHCE), network 
administration (MSCE/MCSA), database development (Access/Oracle), and 
enterprise programming (COBOL/RPG).  The program also offers a 21-hour 
specialized training certificate in database developer, a 21-hour specialized training 
certificate in Microsoft MCSE/MCSA, a 21-hour specialized training certificate in 
network technician I (CCNA), a 21-hour specialized training certificate in network 
technician II (CCNP), a 24-hour specialized training certificate in legacy systems 
programming, a 24-hour specialized training certificate in objected-oriented systems 
programming, and a 24-hour specialized training certificate in web development. 

 
Occupational Demand 

According to occupational statistics provided by the Alabama State Department of 
Industrial Relations, the Montgomery metropolitan area will need 205 additional 
information technology specialists annually over the next ten years.  The state 
forecasts a need for 2,165 additional information technology specialists annually 
statewide over the next ten years. 

 
Assigned Faculty 

The instructors assigned to this program are Max Leatherwood (program 
coordinator), Melissa Pritchett, Helen Johnson, Regina Rudolph, Ken Scott, Richard 
Ohlson, Maitri Chandrasoma, James Turner, Pat Thomason, and Stan Lesley. 

 
Operating Costs 

Operating cost for this program in the fiscal year 2003-2004 was $547,001, an 
increase of $74,897 over the previous year. 

 
Viability 



The program currently enrolls 430 students, an increase of 62 students over the 
prior year. With 55 graduates in 2003-04, the completion rate was 66%, within two 
percentage points of the previous year.  The placement rate was 80%, the same as for 
the prior year. 

 
Findings 

The Program Review Committee found that the CIS program is confusing to most 
students due to its large number of offerings.  The faculty expressed frustration over 
feedback from industry that the graduates do not have strong basic CIS skills.  The 
faculty recommended that the curriculum emphasis be modified to assure a stronger 
orientation on basic skills for all CIS students.  The valuable options being offered to 
students in the key areas of CIS need to be repackaged into advanced certificates that 
students can acquire after completion of the basic skill set in the AAT degree 
program.  The faculty also expressed a desire to trim some old courses out of the 
program that have become obsolete with recent changes in the industry and replace 
them with new courses in such areas as Oracle Database and Geographic Information 
Systems, two areas that have grown considerably in demand in the Montgomery area 
over the past two or three years. 

Overall, the Program Review Committee found that CIS is a viable program with 
healthy enrollment, qualified instructors, a strong curriculum and high completion 
and placement rates, but with a dangerous trend in a downward direction in student 
retention.  Effort needs to be made to analyze the retention issues to develop an 
intervention to turn around the recent loss in retention rates   

 
Conclusions and Recommendations 

The Program Review Committee recommends that the college continue the 
program for the next five years with the addition of an Oracle Database Programming 
Option, a Geographic Information Systems Option, and the gradual removal of the 
emphasis on Legacy Programming using the COBOL and RPG languages. 

 

 


